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<chapter heading: commentary> 

 
 4.9-13: This chapter contains two great themes, bookended by an opening and 
closing, and with a bridge passage in the middle, as follows: Opening (49.1-3); 
Teleological argument that philosophy is the supreme good (49.3-52.5); Bridge: 
“Therefore Pythagoras was right … highest of all” (52.8-16); Attack on utilitarianism 
and a defense of the intrinsic value of speculation (52.16-54.5); Closing (54.5-9). 

The bridge between the two themes contains the conclusion Iamblichus 
announced he announces in the title of the chapter (“following this answer we can draw 
the whole protreptic as a conclusion”). The paragraph also contains a programmatic 
remark putting off the specification of the exact nature of what is to be theorized (“is a 
question for us perhaps to consider later”). The closing (54.5-9) also suggests a twofold 
division of the chapter. 

4.9 a)po _  tou: a)po\ + genitive is a formula which begins several of the chapter 
headings of Iamblichus’ Protrepticus; see note to the chapter heading of VII (4.9). 

4.9 tou ~  boulh &matoj th ~j fu &sewj: Has Iamblichus invented this phrase, 
or borrowed it from the local context of his source? There is a direct parallel in Pol. VII, 
“for all art and education intends to fill in where nature falls short”: pa~sa ga_r te/xnh 
kai\ paidei/a to_ proslei=pon bou&letai th~j fu&sewj a)naplhrou~n (1337a1-3); see also 
Cael. 3.14, “and one should call each thing that which nature intends it to be like and and 
to exist as, but not that which it is by force and contrary to nature”: Dei= d' e3kaston 
le/gein toiou~ton ei]nai o4 fu&sei bou&letai ei]nai kai\ u(pa&rxein, a)lla_ mh_ o4 bi/a| kai\ 
para_ fu&sin. (297b21-23). But Aristotle also says in Phys. II 8 that, “it would be absurd 
not to think that it (sc. nature) comes to be for the sake of something just because the 
agent is not seen intending”:  a1topon de\ to_ mh_ oi1esqai e3neka& tou gi/gnesqai, e0a_n mh_ 
i1dwsi to_ kinou~n bouleusa&menon (199b26-28). See also Simplicius’ comment on Phys. 
192b8 at 271.18. 

4.9-10 e 1fodoj ei 0j protroph _n: The same phrase occurs in the headings to 
chapters IV (3.14),  XII (4.22), XIII (4.24-5), XVI, and XIX (5.25-26); cf. XVI (5.10-11): 
see the note on the title at XII 4.22 for other places in which Iamblichus has used the idea 
of a distinctive protreptic approach. 

4.10-12 kata_ th _n Puqago &rou a )po &krisin, h 4n ei ]pe toi =j e 0n 
Fliou ~nti punqanome /noij ti /j e 0sti kai \  ti /noj e 3neka  ge /gone: The title 
refers the answer Pythagoras gave in response to a question put to him by the people of 
Phlius-- who was he? See below at 51.8-10 where Iamblichus makes the anecdote the 
focus of his chapter, perhaps not because it is the central idea of his source (Aristotle), 
but because it conforms well to the overall project of his Pythagorean series. But of 
course the scene of Pythagoras responding that he was "an observer of the stars" may 
have been mentioned by a character in Aristotle’s Protrepticus, and probably was (see 
our essay “on Aristotle’s Protrepticus as a dialogue” and speifically the section on 
Heraclides of Pontus for two other versions of the same story (which may themselves 
have as their ultimate source the version of the story in Aristotle’s Protrepticus): one by 
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Iamblichus in VP 12, and another by Cicero in his Tusculan Disputations V.3.8-9 (where 
the story is attributed to "Heraclides of Pontus"). 

4.12-13 sullogizo &meqa th _n protroph _n o 3lhn: “draw the whole 
protreptic conclusion”. The expression sullogizo&meqa also occurs at XI 58.5-6 (in 
Aristotle’s voice) and XII 59.20 (in Iamblichus’ voice). Perhaps this refers to a “pure” 
protreptic conclusion as opposed to the “mixed” ones (see, e.g., title of Protr. VI 3.21-
23).  
  

<IX 49.1-11: commentary> 
 
49.1-3 attribution: This is a typical opening of Iamblichus, perhaps borrowing 
terminology from his local source. 

49.1  1Anwqen: “on a higher level”. Iamblichus likes to use this expression, as in 
Protr. XII (59.20-21) and XXI 116.27;  VP. 6.4, 66.11; DCM 12.15, 32.11, 60.18, 66.16. 
But he may have borrowed the term from his source, as Aristotle uses the expression to 
refer to higher order principles, see e.g. NE VI 6, 1139b14 and12, 1144a13.  

49.1-2 tou ~  th ~j fu &sewj boulh &matoj: The same phrase as in the heading 
(4.9).  

49.2 th _n au )th _n protroph _n: The words “the same exhortation” apparently 
refer to the establishment of the intrinsic value of wisdom in chapter VIII, announced at 
41.7-11, and argued for in various ways since then and up IX 52.11. Or could it mean 
from the same source (i.e. Aristotle’s Protrepticus) or even the same speech by a 
character therein. 
 
49.3-11 attribution and voice: no specific doubts as to authenticity have been registered 
here. The voice seems to be ‘Aristotle’, and for most of the rest of the chapter as well, or 
else that of an unnamed philosopher very much like him. There is solid parallelism with 
the Corpus. 

49.3 a)po &  … dia \  … kata_ … e 0c: On the variation of these prepositions see 
Dirlmeier, MM, p. 248. 

49.3 a)po &  tinoj dianoi /aj: The phrase arises in connection with Aristotle 
definition of luck in relation to intentional activity in Phys. II 5, “those things for the sake 
of something include those from thought and those from nature  e1sti d' e3neka& tou o3sa 
te a)po_ dianoi/aj a2n praxqei/h kai\ o3sa a)po_ fu&sewj (196b22); “but the end is not 
among the causes in him, but of the choices and from thought”: e1sti de\ to_ te/loj, h( 
komidh&, ou) tw~n e0n au)tw|~ ai0ti/wn, a)lla_ tw~n proairetw~n kai\ a)po_ dianoi/aj: 
(197a2). 

49.5-9 ta_ de \  dia _  te /xnhj me \n ou )demia ~j, a )lla _  dia _  fu &sin … dia _  
tu &xhn e 1nia gi /netai tw~n pragma&twn: Plato’s Athenian stranger says that the 
things that have, do, or will come to be, all do so either by nature, by art, or by luck: 
Le/gousi/ pou& tinej w(j pa&nta e0sti\ ta_ pra&gmata gigno&mena kai\ geno&mena kai\ 
genhso&mena ta_ me\n fu&sei, ta_ de\ te/xnh|, ta_ de\ dia_ tu&xhn (Leg. 888e4-6; see 
commentary by Krämer, Arete, 224-232, and Wilpert 1949, 63-64). The same kind of 
division of causes is observed in this section of the Protr. In Metaph. XII 3 Aristotle 
divides the causes schematically into art, nature, luck, and spontaneity: h2 ga_r te/xnh| h2 
fu&sei gi/gnetai h2 tu&xh| h2 tw|~ au)toma&tw| (1070a6-7). 
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49.9 o 3sa gou =n mh &te dia _  te /xnhn mh &te dia _  fu &sin: The four MSS give 
four variants here for the particle in second position: gou=n, ge, ga\r, and no particle. Of 
these, the one that makes the most sense is gou=n, because it expresses the limitation in 
the inference: we do at any rate say that most events are due to fortune if they are not due 
to necessity or nature or skill, but Aristotle is not expressing his own view here. This is 
one of the few cases where we prefer a reading in V to a reading in F, and one of the few 
clues that suggest that V is independent from F, contrary to what Pistelli had argued. 

49.10  mh &t' e 0c a )na &gkhj: Aristotle mentions a)na&gkh here in opposition to 
tu&xh, but not further elaborated on as a cause its own right, as he does in Phys. II 9. Nor 
do we have here in the Protr. any mention of to\ au)to/maton (spontaneity), which in 
Phys. II 4 is said to be the kind of cause, of which luck is a species (applicable to the 
intents and purposes of human beings). This may indicate that something has gone 
missing, or that Aristotle’s discrimination of causes underwent a development. But no 
argument can be pressed because we would not expect a full-blown technical exposition 
of causes in a popular work. For further commentary see also Flashar, Fragmente, p. 191; 
Krämer 1959, 229-231.  
 

<IX 49.11-25: commentary> 
  
49.11-25 attribution and voice: no specific doubts have been registered as to the 
authenticity. It continues the previous argumentation in the voice of ‘Aristotle’. There is 
solid parallelism with the Corpus. 

49.11-12 tw~n me \n ou }n a )po _  tu &xhj gignome /nwn ou )de \n e 3neka &  tou 
gi /gnetai: cf. 49.22 to_ me/ntoi dia_ tu&xhn ou) gi/netai e3neka& tou. In Phys. II 5 
Aristotle  argues that luck is a cause in the sphere of things done for the sake of 
something and related to what is in accordance with choice, but only incidentally: dh~lon 
a1ra o3ti h( tu&xh ai0ti/a kata_ sumbebhko_j e0n toi=j kata_ proai/resin tw~n e3neka& tou. 
dio_ peri\ to_ au)to_ dia&noia kai\ tu&xh: h( ga_r proai/resij ou)k a1neu dianoi/aj (197a5-
8). 

49.14 to _  ou {  e 3neka: In a passage of the Rhetoric which Düring (Attempt, p186) 
oddly calls the “earliest example”, Aristotle glosses this noun phrase as follows: “and the 
for the sake of which is the end”: to_ d' ou{ e3neka to_ te/loj e0sti/n (1363b16). Aristotle 
points out that to_ ou{ e3neka has two different senses in several key passages discussing it 
as a cause (Phys. II 2.194a35-36; de An. II 4.415b2-3, 415b20-21; Metaph. 7.7.1072b1-3; 
EE 7.15.1249b15). In the pasage at Phys. II 2 Aristotle says that he distinguished two 
senses of “the for the sake of which” in the (now lost) work On Philosophy. The phrase is 
elliptical for “the cause for the sake of which”; the terminology for this cause is 
consistent in all the canonical passages which list them together (A.Po. II 11; Phys. II 3 = 
Metaph. V 2; Metaph. I 3; GA I 1); on this point see Johnson, Teleology, 64-80. 

49.14-15 : a)ei \  ga _r o (  th _n te /xnhn e 1xwn a )podw&sei soi lo &gon di' 
o 4n e 1graye kai \  ou {  e 3neka: The exact same example is used to illustate a similar 
point in Physics II 8: “but mistakes happen even in the case of technical skill, for 
example when the grammatical man writes incorrectly” a(marti/a de\ gi/gnetai kai\ e0n 
toi=j kata_ te/xnhn: e1graye ga_r ou)k o)rqw~j o( grammatiko&j (199a33-34). See also 
MM 1189b6-21. 

49.15 soi: To whom does this refer? Cf. infra 50.19-20. Düring cites as a parallel 
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Isoc. ad Nic. 35, taking it to refer directly to Themison (Attempt, 186). A more likely 
possibility is that it refers to one of the characters of the dialogue. 

49.16 o ( /  ti: It is tempting to see here Aristotle’s frequently invoked causal 
terminological distinction between o#ti and dio/ti (e.g. APo. 87a31-37), although it is 
difficult to see how the text as printed in the manuscripts could be construed. But 
Pistelli’s deletion of the whole word o#ti is unnecessary, because a simpler correction, 
which gives good sense, is to read ti , separated from the relative pronoun. 

49.18-19 i 0atrikh _n … oi 0kodomikh _n: These are stock examples for Socrates, 
Plato, and Aristotle. In NE I 5 Aristotle uses the examples of medicine/ health and 
architecture/ buildings, but adds strategy-victory as an example of goal-directed 
activities: tou~to d' e0n i0atrikh|~ me\n u(gi/eia, e0n strathgikh|~ de\ ni/kh, e0n oi0kodomikh|~ d' 
oi0ki/a, e0n a1llw| d' a1llo, e0n a(pa&sh| de\ pra&cei kai\ proaire/sei to_ te/loj: tou&tou ga_r 
e3neka ta_ loipa_ pra&ttousi pa&ntej (1097a19-22).  

49.20-21 pa~n a 1ra e 3neka &  tou gi /gnetai  to _  kata_  te /xnhn: Things that 
are caused not by luck but by skill, for example a ship or a house, come to be, 
intentionally, for the sake of some good. Ar. states this to be the case for every skill and 
every method at the outset of NE I 1: Pa~sa te/xnh kai\ pa~sa me/qodoj, o(moi/wj de\ 
pra~ci/j te kai\ proai/resij, a)gaqou~ tino_j e0fi/esqai dokei=: dio_ kalw~j a)pefh&nanto 
ta)gaqo&n, ou{ pa&nt' e0fi/etai (1094a1-4); and of every practice and choice in  NE I 5: e0n 
a(pa&sh| de\ pra&cei kai\ proaire/sei to_ te/loj: tou&tou ga_r e3neka ta_ loipa_ pra&ttousi 
pa&ntej (1097a20-22); and also in all arts and sciences in Pol. III 12:  e0n pa&saij me\n 
tai=j e0pisth&maij kai\ te/xnaij a)gaqo_n to_ te/loj (1282b14-5).  

49.21 tou ~to te /loj au )th ~j to _  be /ltiston: Aristotle maintains that the 
end of each thing, is the best it can do: so the best thing medicine can do is to produce 
health, and the best thing a builder can do is produce a shelter that protects against 
weather and intruders. But Aristotle famously generalizes this analysis to natural 
philosophy as well, thinking each natural kind to have its own final end, which is the best 
thing for it (reproduction for plants, perception for animals, some kind of intelligence for 
humans, etc.). He uses similar language to describe the good in Metaph. I 2, “and this is 
the good of each, and generally the best in the whole of nature”: tou~to d' e0sti\ ta)gaqo_n 
e9ka&stou, o3lwj de\ to_ a1riston e0n th|~ fu&sei pa&sh| (982b6-7). 

49.22-23 sumbai /h me \n ga _r a 2n kai \  a )po _  tu &xhj ti a )gaqo &n: This is 
very close to the doctrine of Phys. 2.5, where we read: “but it is called good luck when 
something good happens”: tu&xh de\ a)gaqh_ me\n le/getai o3tan a)gaqo&n ti a)pobh 
(197a25-26). 

49.23 ou )  mh _n a )lla: A strictly prose expression indicating that what is said 
cannot be gainsaid; here it is used to emphasize that even though luck may result in 
something good, still it is emphatically not good insofar as it is caused by luck, but only 
because it is good for some other reason, and lucky circumstances happened to bring it 
about. For the idiom, see Denniston pp.28-30 who knows of ten examples in Plato, “more 
in Aristotle, over twenty in Demosthenes, and about thirty-six in Isocrates”. Denniston 
cites extensively from dialogues, and Aristotle’s Politics.  

49.25 a )o &riston: In Phys. II 5 Aristotle argues that luck, as an incidental cause, 
is indefinite and unlimited: to_ me\n ou}n kaq' au(to_ ai1tion w(risme/non, to_ de\ kata_ 
sumbebhko_j a)o&riston: a1peira ga_r a2n tw|~ e9ni\ sumbai/h (196b27-29; cf. 196b28, 
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197a9, 20, 21; 197a18-21; see also APr. 32b24, APst. 95a8, EE 7.14.1247a32, b7-8, b12-
14; Rhet. 1369a32-33). On luck as an indefinite cause see Johnson, Teleology, 96-97. 
 

<IX 49.26-50.12: commentary> 
 
49.26-50.12 attribution and voice: no specific doubts have been registered as to the 
authenticity here. It continues on the argumentation in the voice of ‘Aristotle’. Once 
again, there is solid parallelism with the Corpus. 

49.27-28 belti /onoj e 3neken a )ei \  suni /statai h 2  kaqa &per to _  dia _  
te /xnhj: A very similar  a fortiori argument is invoked also in PA I 1, “But that for the 
sake of which and the fine exists more in the functions of nature than in those of skill”: 
Ma~llon d' e0sti\ to_ ou{ e3neka kai\ to_ kalo_n e0n toi=j th~j fu&sewj e1rgoij h2 e0n toi=j th~j 
te/xnhj (639b19-21); and PA 1.5, “For lack of haphazardness and being for the sake of 
something exists in the functions of nature most of all; and the end for the sake of which 
it is sustained and has been born has taken the place of the fine: a)ll' e3neka& tinoj e0n 
toi=j th~j fu&sewj e1rgoij e0sti\ kai\ ma&lista: ou{ d' e3neka sune/sthken h2 ge/gone 
te/louj, th_n tou~ kalou~ xw&ran ei1lhfen (645a24-25).  

49.27 h 2  kaqa &per: is there a parallel of this expression in the corpus? Düring 
doubts Jaeger’s parallel, 903a33. Gigon went further and proposed to delete kaqa&per.  
But the reasons for Düring’s suspicion and Gigon’s rejection are unclear; see also the 
following apparently similar parallels: 370a2, 736b10, 1031a8, 1097b30, 1170b20, 
1179a35, 1180b29, 1321a30. 

49.28-50.1 mimei =tai ga _r ou )  th _n te /xnhn h (  fu &sij a )lla _  au )th _  th _n 
fu &sin:  The same point—that art imitates nature and not vice versa—is argued in three 
other places of the Protr.: V 34.8-9 and IX at 50.12: h( te/xnh mimei=tai th_n fu&sin; and 
then further in X at 54.22-23. It is also invoked in key chapters of Aristotle’s natural 
philosophy: “skill imitates nature”: h( te/xnh mimei=tai th\n fu/sin (Phys. II 2 194a21-22); 
“some things skill supplies, those nature is not able to bring to perfection, and other 
things skill imitates”: de\ h( te/xnh ta_ me\n e0pitelei= a4 h( fu&sij a)dunatei= a)perga&sasqai, 
ta_ de\ mimei=tai (Phys. 2.8.199a15-17); see also “for skill imitates nature”: mimei=tai ga\r 
h( te/xnh th\n fu/sin (Meteor. 381b6); cf. [Aristotle], de Mund. “skill imitiates what nature 
does in this respect”: h( te/xnh th\n fu/sin mimoume/nh tou=to poiei=n (396b11-12). 
According to Düring, Attempt, p187, the father of this doctrine is Hippocrates and 
Democritus; cf. Nestle, Hippocratica, p8-17. See, e.g. Hippoc., Vict. 1.11f. and further 
Johnson, 'The Medical Background', 120 and n26. 

50.1-2 e 0pi \  tw| ~  bohqei =n kai \  ta _  paraleipo &mena th ~j fu &sewj 
a )naplhrou ~n: See below note on 50.9-12 for the ancient idea that specifically human 
nature often falls short and requires the aid of art. Aristotle conceives of all art and 
education to exist for the purpose of dealing with natural deficiency, arguing in Pol. VII 
that “all art and education intends to fill in where nature falls short”: pa~sa ga_r te/xnh 
kai\ paidei/a to_ proslei=pon bou&letai th~j fu&sewj a)naplhrou~n (1337a1-3). In 
biology, the deficiencies of nature are compensated by other natural expediencies, as can 
be seen from an example in PA III 14 “for nature makes up the deficiency of the mouth 
by the capacity and heat of the stomach:  th|~ duna&mei ga_r kai\ th|~ qermo&thti th~j 
koili/aj h( fu&sij a)nalamba&nei th_n tou~ sto&matoj e1ndeian (674b29).  

50.1 e 1stin e 0pi \  tw| ~  bohqei =n: For this use of e0pi\ see GA 5.8 “some teeth are 
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for crushing, the others for dividing”: ei0si\ d' e0kei=noi me\n e0pi\ tw|~ leai/nein ou{toi d' e0pi\ 
tw|~ diairei=n). (788b29-34). 

50.2-4 ta_ me \n ga _r e 1oiken au )th _  du &nasqai di' au (th ~j h (  fu &sij 
e 0pitelei =n kai \  bohqei /aj ou )de \n dei =sqai: The language used here to describe the 
failure of nature to be able to accomplish and secure some result is vivid and harsh. He 
uses similar language to describe the problems with the notion of void in Phys. V 10, 
“either it entirely does not exist or with difficulty and obscurely”: h2 o3lwj ou)k e1stin h2 
mo&lij kai\ a)mudrw~j (217b32-33). 

50.4-5 ta_ de \  mo &lij h ) \  kai \  pantelw~j a )dunatei =n: “But others <it 
completes> with difficulty or is even entirely incapable”. The MSS all lack h ) \ , which is 
supplied by the conjecture of Segonds, building on a suggestion by Zuntz (Mnemosyne 
IV.s., 11 (1958): 158). Zuntz pointed to the parallel expression at Gen An. 774a14, and 
argued that the kai\ transmitted by the MSS needs to be corrected to h)\; this is basically 
correct, we agree, but one reaches this result in a more rhetorically satisfying form by 
adopting the alternative of Segonds, includes kai\, rather than replacing it. 

50.5-8 e 1nia  me \n dh &pou tw~n sperma&twn ei 0j o (poi /an a 2n e 0mpe /sh |  
gh~n a 1neu fulakh ~j gennw~sin, e 1nia de \  prosdei =tai th ~j gewrgikh ~j 
te/xnhj: The restoration of a2n in ei0j o(poi/an a2n e0mpe/sh is a convincing conjecture on 
the part of Kiessling, adopted by subsequent editors and by us; the subjunctive requires it 
and its loss is trivially easy to explain. 

There is a discussion of the nature of trees in [Aristotle] Plant. I 6 in which it is 
argued that some trees come from seed, others through themselves: ta\ me\n gennwntai 
e)k spe/rmatij, ta\ de\ di) e(autw=n (820b29-30); the latter option is elsewhere by Aristotle 
and Theophrastus called “spontaneously”. To the class of “spontaneously” generated 
plants, Theophrastus  opposed the plants that come to be through cultivation; the 
spontaneous is thus coordinate with the natural in the study of plants, as opposed to the 
artificial cultivation of plants through agriculture: “these constitute two divisions of the 
subject, the one as it were natural and au)to/maton, the other belonging to art and 
preparation, which intends the good. But the account is not the same for both, the first is 
what we might call an account from nature, the other from inventiveness, nature doing 
nothing in vain, and intellect proposing to help nature” (CP II.1.1.6-11, trans. Einarson 
and Link); “The study of plants pursues two different investigations in two different 
fields. The first investigation deals with plants that grow au)toma/toij, and here the 
starting point belongs to their nature; whereas the other starting point is that which 
proceeds from human ingenuity and contrivance, which we assert helps their nature to 
achieve its goal” (CP III.1.1.1-5, trans. Einarson and Link; Cf. IP II.1.1.1-10). 
Theophrastus is even willing to state that the spontaneous is equivalent to the natural 
principle, in contrast to art: “the nature contains the starting points in itself, and we speak 
here of the natural, and what we see in plants that grow e)k tw=n au)to/matwn is of this 
description” (CP I.16.10.8-10, trans. Einarson and Link). 

To put Aristotle’s point in the Protr. in the terms of Theophrastean botany, then, 
some plants spontaneously reproduce, and others require artificial cultivation. Sedley 
argues that the Protr. passage supports the idea that some natural things exist and 
function primarily for the sake of human beings, because if some natural plants require 
human cultivation, then they must already exist for the sake of human beings, and thus 
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Aristotle’s teleology is anthropocentric (‘Teleology Anthropocentric?’; cf. Wilpert 1949, 
64). 

There is no direct evidence for this view of plants in Corpus; the passage in 
Politics I 8 which says that the “other” animals exist for the sake of humans says that the 
plants exist for the sake of the animals (1256b16-17). One might argue that what is 
described here is a “food chain” in which the plants exist for the sake of the other 
animals, but since the other animals exist for the sake of humans, it turns out that plants 
exist for the sake of humans as well. We cannot address this larger issue here (but see, in 
addition to Sedley’s article, Wardy, ‘lore of averages’, and Johnson, Teleology, p152-153 
and p229-237). Certainly it must be conceded that all plants that undergo cultivation, and 
that require cultivation for their survival, exist for the sake of human beings. 

But how does the idea that some otherwise natural plants need human cultivation 
fit with Aristotle’s biological doctrines? In the scientific works, in the account of seeds 
and sperm, Aristotle consistently holds that the seed of the parent already contains the 
form into which the descendent will develop continuously, unless something interferes. 
In GA I 18 it is argued that the sperm already contains what nature intends it to be in 
isolation from anything that a human being does: “nature intends the sperm to be that out 
of which the things sustained in accordance with nature originally come to be—not 
because it comes out of something that an individual agent such as a human does—for it 
comes to be out of this because it is the seed”: bou&letai de\ toiou~ton th_n fu&sin ei]nai 
to_ spe/rma e0c ou{ ta_ kata_ fu&sin sunista&mena gi/gnetai prw&tou, ou) tw|~ e0c e0kei/nou 
ti ei]nai to_ poiou~n oi[on tou~ a)nqrw&pou: gi/gnetai ga_r e0k tou&tou o3ti tou~to& e0sti to_ 
spe/rma. (724b15-20). What the seed is programmed to grow into in fact determines the 
basic function of plants and even animals, for the function of plants is exclusively to 
produce seeds and fruit (GA I 4.717a23??). Plant and animal seed is similar in thir respect 
according to GA I 23: “And simply put the animals seem to be like divided plants, as if 
someone divided the thing apart when bearing seed, resolving and separating them into 
the male and female. And nature manufactures all these things reasonably well. For the 
essence of plants is no other function and no other action besides the production of seed”: 
kai\ a)texnw~j e1oike ta_ zw|~a w3sper futa_ ei]nai dih|rhme/na, oi[on ei1 tij ka)kei=na, o3te 
spe/rma e0cene/gkeien, dialu&seie kai\ xwri/seien ei0j to_ e0nupa&rxon qh~lu kai\ a1rren. Kai\ 
tau~ta pa&nta eu)lo&gwj h( fu&sij dhmiourgei=. th~j me\n ga_r tw~n futw~n ou)si/aj ou)qe/n 
e0stin a1llo e1rgon ou)de\ pra~cij ou)demi/a plh_n h( tou~ spe/rmatoj ge/nesij (GA 
1.23.731a21?-26).  On the difficulty of how plants are formed out of seed and animals out 
of semen see GA II 1.733b23 and f. 

50.9 a)polamba&nei th _n fu &sin: A similar expression is used in the 
discussion of lunar halos as rain signs in Meteor. III 3, “for if it neither fades nor 
disperses but is allowed to attain the nature of it (sc. a halo), then it is probably an 
indication of rain”: e0a_n me\n ga_r mh&te katamaranqh|~ mh&te diaspasqh|~, a)ll' e0aqh|~ th_n 
fu&sin a)polamba&nein th_n au(th~j, u3datoj ei0ko&twj shmei=o&n e0sti (372b21), cf. Phys. 
VIII 7 (261a18). 

50.9-12 a1nqrwpoj de \  pollw~n dei =tai texnw~n pro _j swthri /an 
kata&  te th _n prw&thn ge /nesin kai \  pa &lin kata_ th _n u (ste /ran trofh &n: 
That humans need skills in order to survive, because they lack certain natural advantages, 
was a great theme of Greek literature, as can be seen from Aeschylus’ Prometheus, and 
an important report of Anaximander (DK 12A10). In Plato’s Protagoras, the title 
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character gives a speech that describes how humans had to be given justice and language 
in order to compensate for their natural weaknesses relative to the other animals already 
born with fur, tooth, and claw (322ab). In the Politics I 8, Aristotle represents a pragmatic 
and popular extrapolation from the situation of congenital human need to anthropocentric 
exploitation of natural resources. Sedley, teleology anthropocentric? argues that this 
represents Aristotle’s considered position (see above note). However that may be, 
Aristotle’s further discussion of the arts of household management and money-making 
(i.e. economics) in Politics I 9-13 upholds the ethical-political principle that engagement 
in these arts is justifiable to the extent that human needs must be met but should not be 
pursued beyond what is required to sustain the happy and free human life; on this point 
see Johnson, Teleology, 229-237. 
 

<IX 50.12-19: commentary> 
 
50.12-19: attribution and voice: no specific doubts have been registered here. It seems 
to continue the argumentation of ‘Aristotle’ from the previous paragraph, still showing 
solid parallelism with the Corpus. 

50.12 h (  te /xnh mimei =tai th _n fu &sin: see above note on 49.28-50.1. 
50.14 a3pasan e 3neka &  tou gi /gnesqai: The skills do things for the sake of 

some good (whether real or apparent), when they are used correctly. Since the skills 
imitate nature, we can infer that nature too brings things about for the sake of some good. 
As we will see, the point of this is to show that humans, who have come to be by nature, 
have come to be for the sake of some good. This section states three crucial premises of 
an argument of the chapter that may be summarized in reverse order.  

1. Humans come to be by nature (51.4-6) 
2. If something comes to be by nature, then it comes to be well (50.16-19) 
3. If something comes to be well, then it comes to be correctly (50.16) 
4. If something comes to be correctly, then it comes to be for the sake of 
something (50.14-15) 
5. Therefore, humans have come to be for the sake of something  

The next question to ask would be: what is “this something” for the sake of which 
humans have come to be? The question is explicitly raised, and then answered, below at 
51.6-7. In the mean time in 50.19-51.6 he provides a series of examples of things that 
come to be correctly, by nature, and for the sake of something: the eyelid (50.19-23), a 
ship (50.24-26), and animals in general (50.27-51.6). 

50.16 to &  ge kalw~j, o )rqw~j: For the doctrine that the thing that comes to be 
well does so correctly, see Heraclitus DK C1 cf. B60 [= Hipp. De victu 1.11] and Plato, 
Charm. 165d, Leg. 889a. Aristotle also uses this a principle in Phys. II 7 199a; Meteor. 
IV 3 381b6; PA 639b19-21, 645a23-26; Metaph. 982b6; MM 1190a13-15, 1182a33; Pol. 
VII 17 1337a1. See also: [Ar.] Mundo 5 396b12 and Theophrast. CP II 18.2. 

50.17 to &  ge mh _n kata_  fu &sin: A progressive use of mh_n, see Denniston 
p.349; it would be a mistake to delete this mh_n, as Ross did in his OCT edition of the 
fragments of Protrepticus. 
 50.19: It was reasonable for Vitelli to perceive a lacuna here, after fu&sin; but not 
much seems to have been lost, perhaps only a few words, if that. Vitelli’s conjectural 
supplement  <e)nanti/on. h( ou)=n kata\ fu/sin> Vitelli is minimal and sensible, but we have 
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come to suspect gaps of unknown length where such inexplicable changes of inflection 
occur. The patterns of scribal errors suggest that the most likely amount of lost text 
corresponds to one or two lines of script in the format of the manuscript from which the 
scribe was working, in other words, more than a few words, perhaps a sentence or two. In 
this case, we are not convinced there is any rhetorical or grammatical gap, nor is there 
any logical difficulty in the idea of a coming into being coming into being, when 
Aristotle says, “a coming into being in what is in accordance with nature comes into 
being for the sake of something.” 
 

<IX 50.19-51.6: commentary> 
 
50.19-51.6 attribution and voice: The expression i 1doi tij a 2n   is used by Iamblichus 
in a the perfectly typical opening of VII (41.6, and see note there). Here is it used 
emphatically (i 1doi tij a 2n  … i 1doij a 2n w(j) and reappears below at 53.2-3 
(apparently Aristotle’s voice). The earlier use seems to be a case of Iamblichus 
“borrowing” an expression from his source in the formulation of his own transitional 
comments. The same could be happening here, although there is no reason to doubt that 
this explanation of the eyelids featured in the Protrepticus and that the teleological 
explanation of the eye was offered as an example of the goal-directness of nature (as it 
was by Aristotle’s predecessors and still is today). 

50.21 katanooi =j … i 1doij a 2n w(j: The number of the verbs (second-person 
singular) suggests dialogue, that is, failure of Iamblichus to sufficiently modify his source 
so as to adapt it to the monological format of his collection of protreptic texts. This 
counts as some evidence in favor of attribution, by extension, to Aristotle of the 
expression: i1doi tij a2n. 

50.21 to _  ble /faron: The example of the eyelid was one of the earliest 
examples of intelligent design, offered already by Socrates by Xenophon: “And apart 
from these, don’t you feel that there are other things too that look like the effects of 
providence? For example, because our eyes are delicate, they have been shuttered with 
eyelids which open when we have occasion to use them, and close in sleep; and to protect 
them from injury by the wind, eyelashes have been made to grow as a screen” (Mem. 
1.4.6, tr. Waterfield). The main end of the eyelid, according to Aristotle, is protection of 
the eye: th~j de\ swthri/aj xa&rin ta_ ble/fara (PA 2.13.657a35, and f. for birds and 
quadrapeds). Crustacians have no eyelids because that requires quick action of the skin, 
in its place they have hard eyes (657b30-658a3); fish have no eyelids because there is 
little risk that objects will collide with their eyes, and nature does nothing in vain (658a7-
10). PA II 15 658b14-18. On the reason why humans gain control of their eyelids late in 
life, and loose it when tired or drunk, see GA 2.6.744a36-b9. The benefit of rest does not 
seem to have been mentioned in the Corpus but is unique to the Protr.; see Johnson, 
Teleology, 193. 

50.21 ou )  ma &thn: That nature does “nothing in vain” is a general scientific 
principle that Aristotle frequently invokes, e.g. Phys. II 6.197b22-29; de An. III 
12.434a31-31; PA II 13.657a35, II 15.658b14-18; GA V 8.788b20-22; Pol. 1245a9, 
1253a9, etc. See also alternative versions of the formula at Cael. 290a31, 291b13; GA 
744a36; Pol. 1256b21. A passage in IA 8 shows a concrete application, “the cause of 
limblessness for snakes is, first, that nature does nothing in vain but always looking to the 
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best for each thing out of the possibilities, preserving each unique substance and the 
being which it is in itself”:  toi=j d' o1fesin ai1tion th~j a)podi/aj to& te th_n fu&sin mhqe\n 
poiei=n ma&thn, a)lla  pa&nta pro_j to_ a1riston a)poble/pousan e9ka&stw| <e0k> tw~n 
e0ndexome/nwn, iasw&zousan e9ka&stou th_n i0di/an | ou)si/an kai\ to_ ti/ h}n au)tw|~ ei]nai: 
(708a9-12). The opening of Theophrastus’ On the Causes of Plants shows how important 
a scientific principle it had become for peripatetic research. On the role of the principle 
see Johnson, Teleology, 80-82. 

50.24 tau )to &n e 0stin ou {  te e 3neka ge /gone /  ti kai \  ou {  e 3neka dei =  
gegone /nai: The same identity is asserted in Metaph. III 2, “but the end and the for that 
sake of which is an end of some action”: to_ de\ te/loj kai\ to_ ou{ e3neka pra&cew&j tino&j 
e0sti te/loj (996a24-26 = 1059a36); and EE I 8, “but that for the sake of which as end is 
best and a cause of that which is under it and first of all the things”: to_ d' ou{ e3neka w(j 
te/loj a1riston kai\ ai1tion tw~n u(f' au(to_ kai\ prw~ton pa&ntwn (1218b9-11 go to 13?). 

50.25-26 oi [on ei 0  ploi =on e 3neka th ~j kata_  qa &lattan komidh ~j e 1dei 
gi /gnesqai: The other references to seafaring in the Protr. are in VI (40.1-6) and X 
(55.24-56.2). Compare Phys. II 8, “and if the ship-building skill were in the wood, it 
would be produced as it is in nature; so if that for the sake of which is in the skill, it is in 
the nature as well”: kai\ ei0 e0nh~n e0n tw|~ cu&lw| h( nauphgikh&, o(moi/wj a2n th|~ fu&sei e0poi/ei: 
w3st' ei0 e0n th|~ te/xnh| e1nesti to_ e3neka& tou, kai\ e0n th|~ fu&sei (199b28-30). 

50.27-51.1 kai \  mh _n ta &  ge zw| ~a tw~n fu &sei gegenhme /nwn: Here we 
return to the reading of the MS, and reject as misguided Vitelli’s conjectural supplement 
twn fusei <te kai\ kata_ fu&sin> gegenhme/nwn, inspired by the conclusion at 51.5-6, 
and followed by Pistelli (where it occupies half of 50.27) and des Places: its effect would 
be to short-circuit Aristotle’s reasoning at 50.15-19. The argument for this is evidently 
the parallel in Phys. II 1, in which Aristotle is admirably explicit about how the 
terminology is to be used: “according to nature applies to all these things and also to 
attributes which belong to them in accordance with themselves, for example for fire being 
carried upwards; for this is not a nature nor does it have a nature, but it is by nature and 
according to nature. What nature is, then, has been stated, and what is by nature and 
according to nature” kata_ fu&sin de\ tau~ta& te kai\ o3sa tou&toij u(pa&rxei kaq' au(ta&, 
oi[on tw|~ puri\ fe/resqai a1nw: tou~to ga_r fu&sij me\n ou)k e1stin ou)d' e1xei fu&sin, fu&sei 
de\ kai\ kata_ fu&sin e0sti/n. ti/ me\n ou}n e0stin h( fu&sij, ei1rhtai, kai\ ti/ to_ fu&sei kai\ 
kata_ fu&sin (192b36-193a1). But to include this already would anticipate the argument at 
51.3-6, which argues that it is kata_ fu&sin as a result of not being peri\ fu/sin. 

Aristotle asserts that “either all or the best” (see note below) animals have come 
to be by nature and thus for the sake of something: this is the key assumption of his 
naturalistic teleology. Aristotle’s develops the theory of the method of explanation 
according to a thing’s end (teleology) in APo. II 11, Phys. II 8, and PA I 1. Parts of 
Animals is a four book treatise that constantly applies the principle “nature does nothing 
in vain” in the course of explaining the end of the parts of all the kinds of animals known 
to Aristotle. (In this regard it differs from the HA, which makes little mention of the 
cause for the sake of which, dealing instead on the material parts of animals.) The IA, 
PA, and GA continue the project of the PA to provide explanations of animal motion and 
reproduction according to all the causes, naturally and teleologically. 

51.1-2 h 1toi pa&nta topara&pan h 2  ta _  be /ltista: Aristotle argues in the 
protreptic to the study of life sciences in PA I 5 that in all animals must be studied, 
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regardless of whether they are more or less noble (mh/te a)timo/teron mh/te timiw/teron, 
645a6-7); for every kind of animal, he insists, reveals nature and beauty (fusikou= kai\ 
kalou=, 645a23). But he develops a scale of value corresponding to the powers and 
activities of various kinds of living thing (HA VIII 1, 588b21-589a5; see Johnson, 
Teleology, p204-205). For the idea that there are some natural animals that are not best, 
see below note on 51.3-4.  

51.2 tij: to whom does this refer? 
51.3-4 ta_ polla_ para_ fu &sin oi 1etai gegenh ~sqai dia &  tina  

fqora_n kai \  moxqhri /an: One expects Aristotle to consider the generation of all 
animals, in fact all living things, as natural, and so what could be meant by para_ 
fu &sin? 

An anonymous Byzantine or Renaissance scholar offers the following 
interpretation in a marginal note: “some animals have come to be unnaturally, as have 
those worms generated in rotting corpses and tapeworms in the sick” (anonymous 
scholiast to F; Des Places 153.18-20). It has been argued that we can distinguish between 
things that come to be “by nature” from those that come to be “according to nature”. 
Diseases and paracites and so forth come to be “by nature” (meaning, simply, they have 
natural causes like everything else), but not “according to nature”, because they have a 
bad, not good result. For this interpretation see further Düring, Attempt, 188.  

But there are no direct parallels for this interpretation in the Corpus, as far as we 
can tell. A more likely possibility is that Aristotle has in mind a position like that 
expressed in the Phaedo, in which Plato describes the plants and animals of this part of 
the “corroded and polluted” cosmos as suffering from “ugliness and disease” (110e2-6). 
Following on this Timaeus accounts for the coming to be of all other animals besides 
male humans according to a theory of devolution; the moral failings and corruptions of 
men cause them to be reborn as the lower animals, and the entire animal series is a 
manifestation of the moral degeneracy of human beings (90e?). In the Protr., Aristotle 
might be arguing that even if animals do arise by some process of devolution from 
corrupt humans, still it is clear that they come to be for the sake of something (such as the 
punishment and improvement of those human souls). 

Turning to the Corpus, the Generation of Animals is the obvious place to look for 
an interpretation. There Aristotle considers a class of animals that are “spontaneously 
generated”, as opposed to generated through seed. These might be thought contrary to the 
normal method of sexual reproduction and thus contrary to nature, but Aristotle argues 
that spontaneously generated organisms are natural and he even admits that there are 
degrees of “nobility” for these things (GA III 11.762a10-33, timiw/teron at 24). Another 
possibility, arising from the same work, is that in the Protr. Aristotle has in mind freaks 
or monsters which, as he says in GA IV 4, “belong to the class of things contrary to 
nature, but not entirely contrary to nature but only as it is normally”: e1sti ga_r to_ te/raj 
tw~n para_ fu&sin ti, para_ fu&sin d' ou) pa~san a)lla_ th_n w(j e0pi\ to_ polu& (770b9-11). 
As Aristotle continues to argue (down to 770b19), even freaks are in a sense in 
accordance with nature, since they come to be due to regular causes, etc. (see Johnson, 
Teleology, 198-201). The accounts of both spontaneously generated organisms and freaks 
are fully consistent with the position argued in the Protrepticus, and also with Aristotle’s 
mature position, stated in the protreptic to life sciences in Parts of Animals I 5, that all 
animals are in some sense noble and each contains some portion of the divine, which may 
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be sought out and discovered by the keen student of nature.  
There is also the possibility that Aristotle conceives of all other life forms as 

inferior or degenerate relative to the human being, on which see next note.  
51.4-5 timiw&taton de /  ge tw~n e 0ntau ~qa zw| &wn a 1nqrwpo&j e 0stin: “a 

human is the most valuable of the living things down here”. But humans are not the best 
of all things in the cosmos, as Aristotle reminds us in NE VI 7: mh_ to_ a1riston tw~n e0n 
tw|~ ko&smw| a1nqrwpo&j e0stin (1141a21-22); cf. Pol. I 2, “for just as when perfected a 
human is best among the animals, so in separation from law and justice he is the worst of 
all”: w3sper ga_r kai\ telewqei\j be/ltiston tw~n zw|&wn a1nqrwpo&j e0stin, ou3tw kai\ 
xwrisqei\j no&mou kai\ di/khj xei/riston pa&ntwn (1253a31-33). Aristotle readily admits 
our inferiority to the celestial bodies (which he considers living things) in PA I 1, for the 
heavenly bodies “are obviously much more ordered and definite than we are” (641b18-
19). But Aristotle in the same work adduces the posture of humans as evidence of their 
superiority to the other animals (i.e. those down here) in PA IV 10, “for of all animals the 
human alone stands erect, because its nature and substance is divine. For it is the function 
of the godlike to think and to be intelligent” (686a27-29). And compare the pragmatic 
anthropocentric remarks of Phys. II 2 194a35 and Pol. 1.8 (1256b22). Compare the full-
blown anthropocentric providential scheme put into the mouth of Socrates by Xenophon, 
M. 1.4.14. 
 

<IX 51.6-15: commentary> 
 
51.6-8 attribution and voice: we punctuate with a question mark: ti/ dh_ tou~to& e0sti; 
<does this follow F?> and consider it likely that this was asked by an interlocator in 
Aristotle’s dialogue, in response to the argument leading to the conclusion that “the 
human being has come into being for the sake of something”. We leave it in plain text 
because of uncertainty about the extent to which dialogue may have been omitted. The 
desperate measures of other editors to invent Greek supplements, presumably under the 
assumption that dialogue should not be present in a letter or treatise, have been noted in 
the apparatus criticus. 

51.6 kai \  tou ~to &  e 0sti tw~n o 1ntwn: Düring argues that there is no 
connection with what procedes and thus calls for a reordering; a more conservative 
position would be to assume that something has dropped out. Cf. 49.15-16. 

51.7 ou {  xa &rin: The same point is made in almost the same terms at Pol. VII 15: 
“reason and intelligence are the end of our nature, so that the generation of the habits 
should be organized looking to them” o( de\ lo&goj h(mi=n kai\ o( nou~j th~j fu&sewj te/loj, 
w3ste pro_j tou&touj th_n ge/nesin kai\ th_n tw~n e0qw~n dei= paraskeua&zein mele/thn 
(1334b15-17). 

51.7 h (  fu &sij h (ma ~j e 0ge /nnhse kai \  o (  qeo &j: For the conjunction of nature 
and the divine, cf. X, “live looking to nature and the divine”: pro\j th\n fu/sin ble/pwn 
zh|= kai\ pro\j to\ qei=on (55.26-27). In de cael. I 5, Aristotle says “god and nature create 
nothing that is without a point” (271a33). It is not necessary to take this personification 
literally and assume an intentional agent is meant; “for all things by nature have 
something divine in them” (NE vii 13, 1153b32). Düring cites some medical writers to 
whom the divine was considered something in the order of nature (Attempt, 190).  He 
later states that “the identification of ‘nature and the divine’ is habitual in the early 
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writings of the Corp. Hipp. and in Diog. of Apollonia (Attempt, 222); unfortunately he 
gives no references. Simplicius and Philoponus’ treatment of this phrase is discussed in 
Moraux, ‘l’tradition indirecte’, 168.  

51.7 h (ma ~j: Note pronoun usage. 
 
51.8-10 attribution and voice: we regard it likely that the question at 7-8 was asked by 
an interlocator in Aristotle’s dialogue, and we regard the story at 8-10, about the answer 
that Pythagoras gave, to be by Aristotle, although it cannot be conclusively ruled out that 
Iamblichus has interpolated the story in accordance with the wider purpose of his 
Pythagorean works. More likely is that the presence of this passage is one of the reasons 
that attracted Iamblichus to the idea of excerpting the Protrepticus of Aristotle for his 
Neopythagorean Protreptic to Philosophy.  

51.7-8 ti /  dh tou ~to &  e 0sti: Here we return to the reading of the MS, and reject 
two speculative emendations by Zuntz, the effect of which would be to transform the 
opening of this paragraph into this: “So what is this thing, for the sake of which nature, 
and the god, have brought us into being?  When Pythagoras was asked this, ...”   The 
emendations are intrusive and presuppose very unlikely corruptions; better is to construe 
the transmitted text, despite the awkwardness. This is especially the case given that we 
appear to have here a fossil of the original dialogue (see above comment). Thus Burkert 
(Lore, 5n11) warns against the process whereby Düring, by accepting the emendation, 
removes a crucial hint for source criticism provided by the text of Iamblichus, since 
emphasis on the ti esti line of questioning is, as he puts it, “characteristic” of early 
Pythagoreanism.  

51.8 Puqago &raj e 0rwtw&menoj: The story about Pythagoras’ answer to the 
citizens of Phlius about the origin of the term philosophy is recounted by Cicero and by 
Iamblichus in VP XII (see appendix to the commentary on this chapter). The comparison 
between the three ways of life and the three classes of people attending an athletic 
festival is directly parallel to 53.19-54.5 below. Aristotle was well informed about and 
highly interested in Pythagorean traditions; he mentions them regularly in works on 
natural philosophy, and wrote a work or works on the “Pythagoreans” (DL 5.25, titles 98 
and 102). Thus he could easily have written up a version of the story, based on the 
account in a work of Heraclides of Pontus, probably his work On the Woman Not 
Breathing (Diogenes Laertius, Preface 12). It cannot be ruled out that Iamblichus has 
switched sources and has begun to cite from Heraclides at this point; but we believe 
instead that it is the character ‘Aristotle’ who makes reference to the views and the 
thought of Heraclides within this discussion, mentioning his theatre metaphor and giving 
his own version of it (at the end of ch. IX of Iamblichus’ Protrepticus), as well as 
mentioning this story about Pythagoras claiming to be the first philosopher. It was 
precious to Iamblichus to have ‘Aristotle’ confirm the essential correctness of the 
Pythagorean approach to theoretical philosophy, and Iamblichus prominently showcases 
the comment that “Pythagoras was right, according to this argument anyway.” Since this 
last qualification runs contrary to the purposes of Iamblichus, we can be perfectly sure 
that it was not invented by him, but discovered in his source text. 

51.11-15 attribution: 
51.11   0Anacago &ran: DK 59A30, not in Curd, Anaxagoras (cf. 89-90, 102). 

Anaxagoras is also quoted above in VIII (48.16-18). Aristotle attributes almost the same 
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saying to Anaxagoras at EE I 5, “and they say that Anaxagoras gave the following answer 
to someone working through these kind of difficulties and asking what it is for the sake of 
which one should choose to be born rather than not be born. He said: to observe the 
heavens and the whole cosmic order”: to_n me\n ou}n  0Anacago&ran fasi\n a)pokri/nasqai 
pro&j tina diaporou~nta toiau~t' a1tta kai\ dierwtw~nta ti/noj e3nek' a1n tij e3loito 
gene/sqai ma~llon h2 mh_ gene/sqai “tou~” fa&nai “qewrh~sai to_n ou)rano_n kai\ th_n peri\ 
to_n o3lon ko&smon ta&cin” (1216a11-14). Anaxagoras is represented by Aristotle as the 
type of man who leads the intellectual life (EE I 4.1215b6-14 cf. NE VI 7.1141b2-5, X 
9.1179a13-17). See Jaeger, ‘On the origin and cycle of the philosophical ideal of life’, 
App. I of Aristoteles, Eng. transl., 2nd ed., pp. 426-461. orig. publ. in Sitzungsberichte der 
preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1928. Compare Euripides frag. 910; Clem. 
Alex. Strom. 2.130; DL 2.10.  

51.13-14 tou ~  qea &sasqai [ta_ peri \] to _n ou )rano _n kai \  peri \  au )to _n 
a 1stra: We accept Pistelli’s conjectural deletion, but reject his supplement. The 
transmitted text could have resulted from the following process: a marginal note could 
have interpolated ta\ before 51.14 peri \  au )to _n a 1stra , with the phrase ta_ peri \  
later erroneously inserted into the text before to _n ou )rano _n . Since neither the moon 
nor the sun have a definite article, there seems to be no good reason to supply it for the 
stars; there seems to be no need for the more unlikely conjecture of Jaeger, which would 
add definite articles to all the terms.  
 

<IX 51.16-52.8: commentary> 
 

51.16-52.8 attribution and voice: no specific doubts about authenticity have been 
registered here. The argumentation continues in the voice of ‘Aristotle’ showing strong 
parallels to the Corpus. 

51.18-19 te /loj de \  kata_  fu &sin tou ~to &  e 0stin o 4  kata_  th _n ge /nesin 
pe /fuken u 3staton: A version of the argument of this section is given in Pol. VII.15 in 
the transition to a discussion of the primary education of children. “Thus much is clear in the 
first place, that, as in all other things, birth implies an antecedent beginning, and that there are beginnings 
whose end is relative to a further end. Now, in men reason and mind are the end towards which nature 
strives, so that the birth and training and in custom of the citizens ought to be ordered with a view to them. 
In the second place, as the soul and body are two we see also that there are two parts of the soul, the 
rational and the irrational, and two corresponding states, reason and appetite. And as the body is prior in 
order of generation to the soul, so the irrational is prior to the rational. The proof is that anger and wishing 
and desire are implanted in children from their very birth, but reason and understanding are developed as 
they grow older. For this reason, the care of the body ought to precede that of the soul, and the training of 
the appetitive part should follow: nonetheless our care of it must be for the sake of the reason, and our care 
of the body for the sake of the soul” (1334b12-22, tr. ROT modified). But see the note on 51.20 for a 
qualification on the principle that the final stage of a process of generation corresponds to 
that for the sake of which it has come to be. 

51.20 peraioume /nhj: pairome/noij is corrupt, although it appears to be an 
early mistake. The L reading and the correction in the margin of F peraioume/nhj give 
the necessary meaning, ‘complete’ (equivalent to perai/nw, according to LSJ s.v). The 
more unlikely reading perainome/nhj was found in two later manuscripts (Greek 
manuscript 77 in the Biblioteca Angelica in Rome, and cod. Neap. Borbon. III-B-30 in 
Naples) by Pistelli; and this reading was printed by him and des Places. 

51.20 th ~j gene /sewj sunexw~j: The primary example of a constant process 
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of change is the physical development, including maturation and ageing, of an organism, 
especially a human being, as in the present example. But Aristotle in Physics II 2 adds a 
crucial qualification to the principle that the cause for the sake of which is the end of a 
process of generation in the sense of final stage, “But the nature is the end or that for the 
sake of which. For if in a continuous process of generation (sunexou~j th~j kinh&sewj) 
there is some end, this is the final [end] and that for the sake of which. And that is why 
the poet was led to a ridiculous extreme in saying [of a dead man] that ‘he has got the 
ending for which he was born.’ For not every finality wants to be an end, but the best 
does: h( de\ fu&sij te/loj kai\ ou{ e3neka (w{n ga_r sunexou~j th~j kinh&sewj ou1shj e1sti ti 
te/loj, tou~to <to_> e1sxaton kai\ to_ ou{ e3neka: dio_ kai\ o( poihth_j geloi/wj proh&xqh 
ei0pei=n “e1xei teleuth&n, h{sper ou3nek' e0ge/neto”: bou&letai ga_r ou) pa~n ei]nai to_ 
e1sxaton te/loj, a)lla_ to_ be/ltiston) (194a27-33).  Thus it is not agedness or death, but 
the wisdom that comes naturally with age, that is the end for the sake of which we were 
born. 

51.20, 51.24, 52.4 ou )kou ~n: The particle is extremely common in Platonic 
dialogue, and appears in a succession of arguments or a new step in an argument (e.g. 
Prt. 330cd, Denniston p434). Düring (Attempt, 189) finds no parallels in the extant works 
of Aristotle to a sequence of more than two of this particle in a row (although there are 
many of two in a row). On the other hand, he points out that the literary structure of the 
whole argument is common in Aristotle, citing: Cat. 2a34-b35; GC 337a17-25; NE 
1180a14-24. Two passages not mentioned by Düring deserve further study. The first is a 
passage in the Rhetoric in which Aristotle describes a technique of responding to 
interrogation; the questioners are represented as using the same particle (1419a29, 33, 
33), “If a conclusion takes the form of a question, explain the reason for the conclusion: 
for example, when Sophocles was asked by Pisander if he had approved establishing the 
government of the Four Hundred as the others on the commottee to draft legislation did, 
he admitted it. ‘But why? Surely (ou)kou~n) these things you did were bad things, right?’ 
‘Yes’ he said; ‘but there were no better alternatives!’ And [reply] as the Spartan replied, 
when rendering an account of his term as ephor and being asked if the others on the board 
had not been justly put to death: the examiner asked, ‘Surely (ou)kou~n) you behaved in a 
way similar to them?’ He admitted it. ‘Surely (ou)kou~n) it would be just,’ he said, ‘to put 
you to death as well?’ ‘Not at all,’ he replied, ‘for they took bribes to do these things; I 
did not, but acted in accordance with my own judgment.’” (1419a25-35). It is perhaps 
significant that Aristotle represents the particle in a dialogical role. Could the passage in 
Iamblichus be a compression of dialogue in the Protrepticus? The other example of three 
successive cases of ou)kou~n is APr. 2.14, where Aristotle explains the relationship 
between probative and per impossibile demonstration; a series of examples of 
demonstrations are given and it is assered that if such a dmeonstration is made “then the 
supposition must have been”: ou)kou~n h( me\n u(po&qesij h}n (63a9, 26, 41; Bekker’s 
punctuation with paragraphs at these points greatly enhances the legibility of his text).  

51.23 pwj ou )k to _  tou ~  belti /onoj te /loj u (steri /zei th ~j gene /sewj: 
Reading the conjecture supplied by us, pwj ou )k \] pwj ou)k: “How could the end of the 
better not come later than its generation?”  On the principle that it does, see DCM 
26.83.21-22 and note ad loc. We don’t understand the construal of the uncorrected text 
pwj a)ei\ in Ross (“we may say”) or in des Places (“il semble”). 

51.24 yuxh _  sw&matoj u 3steron: Compare the related premise used above in 
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VI: yuxh\ sw/matoj a)/meinon (38.15). 
52.1 to _  gh ~raj: Socrates argues that the ability to reason about advantage and 

disadvantage, unlike simple perception through the body, comes later in life after “a long 
and arduous education” (Theat. 186c). Aristotle represents a similar view, but for a 
slightly different reason: “while young men become geometricians and mathematicians 
and wise in matters like these, it is thought that a young man of practical wisdom cannot 
be found. The cause is that such wisdom is concerned not only with universals but with 
particulars, which become familiar from experience, but a young man has no experience 
for it is length of time that gives experience (NE VI 8.1142a15-16, ROT); cf. “we ought 
to attend to the undemonstrated sayings and opinions of experienced and older people or 
of people with practical wisdom not less than to demonstrations; for because experience 
has given them an eye they see aright” (NE VI 12.1143b11-14, ROT). In discussing the 
distribution of duties of warriors and councellors, Aristotle states that “both functions 
should be entrusted by the ideal constitution to the same persons. Not, however, at the 
same time, but in the order prescribed by nature, who has given to young men strength 
and to older men wisdom” (Pol. VII 9.1329a15-16, ROT). 

52.5 e 3neka tou ~  fronh ~sai /  ti kai \  maqei =n: Cf., below, e0pi\ to_ gnw~nai/ te 
kai\ qewrh~sai (52.7), and chapter 11, o( fronw=n kai\ qewrw=n (58.8; cf. 58.10). Cicero 
recounts that “man, as Aristotle observes, is born for two purposes, thought and action: 
he is at it were a mortal god” (Fin. II. 13.40, tr. Rackham). Later, in Fin. 5 we have a 
more or less original version of the argument of this section in the words of Cicero, “It is 
therefore at all events manifest that we are designed by nature for activity. Activities vary 
in kind, so much so that the more important actually eclipse the less; but the most 
important are, first (according to my view and that of those with whose system we are 
now occupied [sc. the peripatetics] the contemplation and the study of heavenly bodies 
and of those secrets and mysteries of nature which reason has the capacity to penetrate; 
secondly, the practice and theory of politics; thirdly, the principles of prudence, 
temperance, courage, and justice, with the remaining virtues and the activities consonant 
therewith, all of which we may sum up under the single term of morality; towards the 
knowledge and practice of which, when we have grown to maturity, we are led onward 
by nature’s own guidance. All things are small in their first beginnings, but they grow 
larger as they pass through their regular stages of progress. And there is a reason for this, 
namely that at the moment of birth we possess a certain weakness and softness which 
prevent our seeing and doing what is best. The radiance of virtue and of happiness, the 
two things most to be desired, dawns upon us later, and far later still comes a full 
understanding of their nature.” (21.58, tr. Rackham). 

52.6-8 kalw~j a 1ra kata& ge tou ~ton to _n lo &gon Puqago &raj 
ei 1rhken w(j e 0pi \  to _  gnw~nai /  te kai \  qewrh ~sai pa~j a 1nqrwpoj u (po _  tou ~  
qeou ~  sune /sthken: This refers to the answer Pythagoras gave to the people of Phlias 
(see comment on the title for this chapter), given above at 51.8-10, but the reiteration at 
52.7-8 adds to_ gnw~nai, drops h( fu/sij, and drops the astronomical direct objects, 
making the second version much less vivid and compelling. This section clearly contains 
Iamblichus’ transitional remarks between the two topics mentioned in the title of the 
chapter. See Burkert, ‘Platon oder Pythagoras’, 168-169. 

 
<IX 52.8-16: commentary> 
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52.8-16 attribution and voice: Prima facie the passage contains a navigational 
statement, and could therefore be considered to belong to Iamblichus. But it could just as 
well be the comment of a speaker in the dialogue delimiting the subject of his speech. 

52.9 tij e 9te /ra fu &sij: Possible candidates for this include: qeo/j (as in 
1249b17); th\n a)lh/qeian (as above in chater 8.47.4); or th_n de\ tw~n o1ntwn fu&sin kai\ 
th_n a)lh&qeian (below at 54.4). 

52.13 e 0n au )tw| ~: Zuntz argues that the MS reading au(tw=| is corrupt and emends 
to a)p’ au)tw=n; Ross and Düring emend diacriticals to au)tw=|, ‘oneself’, an attractive 
idea; in fact this reading was already present in one of the older MSS, V. But a parallel in 
Rhetoric 1.5 seems to indicate a reference to a particular person, which could a fortiori be 
the situation if the Protrepticus were a dialogue; “For such a person would be self-
sufficient, if there are the goods both internal to him and the external goods (ta& t' e0n 
au)tw|~ kai\ ta_ e0kto_j a)gaqa). For there are no others besides these. On the one hand the 
goods internal to him (e0n au)tw|~) are the goods of the soul and those of the body, but on 
the other hand external goods are good birth and friends and money and honor”: ou3tw 
ga_r a2n au)tarke/stato&j tij ei1h, ei0 u(pa&rxoi au)tw|~ ta& t' e0n au)tw|~ kai\ ta_ e0kto_j 
a)gaqa&:ou) ga_r e1stin a1lla para_ tau~ta. e1sti d' e0n au)tw|~ me\n ta peri\ yuxh_n kai\ ta_ 
e0n sw&mati, e1cw de\ eu)ge/neia kai\ fi/loi kai\ xrh&mata kai\ timh (1360b24-28).  

52.12-17 tou ~to  ga&r e 0stin a )kro &taton: Aristotle tells us at the outset of 
EE II that he made this argument in the “exoteric works”, “for all these are goods, the 
external [goods], those [goods] in the soul and, among these, the more choiceworthy are 
those in the soul, as we indicated also in the exoteric writings”: pa&nta dh_ ta_ a)gaqa_ h2 
e0kto_j h2 e)n yuxh|~, kai\ tou&twn ai9retw&tera ta_ e0n th|~ yuxh|~, kaqa&per diairou&meqa kai\ 
e0n toi=j e0cwterikoi=j lo&goij (1218b32-34). For further commentary see Jaeger, 
Aristotle, 249; Dirlmeier, Philol. Supp. 30 (1937), 29. 
 52.15 e )n  <th = |> yuxh : The supplement of Kiessling is required, to re-establish 
the parallel. 
 

<IX 52.16-53.2: commentary> 
 
52.16-53.2 attribution and voice: no specific doubts of the authenticity of this section 
have been registered. It seems to resume the argumentation in the voice of ‘Aristotle’, but 
possibly after an interlocution (in the environment of 52.8-16). This is reinforced by the 
characterization of a question ‘What’s the use?’ etc. at 52.25-28. The view attacked is 
evidently Isocrates’ utilitarian conception of philosophy and education (see our essay 
“Isocrates’ Antidosis and the Protrepticus of Aristotle”). A characteristically Aristotelian 
response is given here (one cannot really imagine another author or voice) in defense of 
the intrinsic value of some kind of activities. Polybius (III 4.10-11, with no specific work 
in mind?) argues that, contrary to Aristotle, no one pursues knowledge for its own sake, 
but only for the sake of honor, pleasure, or utility. 

52.16 to _  de \  zhtei =n: In Pol. VIII 3 the same position is cast as a principle of 
primary education: “to always be seeking the useful is not fitting for the great-souled and 
free people: to_ de\ zhtei=n pantaxou~ to_ xrh&simon h3kista a(rmo&ttei toi=j 
megaloyu&xoij kai\ toi=j e0leuqeri/oij (1338b2-4); cf. NE I 4.1096b16-19. 
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52.17 xrhsi /mhn: In Metaph. I 2, Aristotle argues that the kind of wisdom he is 
seeking originated when people stopped having to focus on what is useful because the 
necessities had been taken care of: “for it is clear that it is because of knowing that they 
pursued science and not for the sake of anything useful. And this is confirmed by what 
happened. For when almost all of the necessities had been supplied, as well as the things 
that make subsisting easier, this kind of intelligence began to be sought”:  fanero_n o3ti 
dia_ to_ ei0de/nai to_ e0pi/stasqai e0di/wkon kai\ ou) xrh&sew&j tinoj e3neken. marturei= de\ 
au)to_ to_ sumbebhko&j: sxedo_n ga_r pa&ntwn u(parxo&ntwn tw~n a)nagkai/wn kai\ pro_j 
r(a|stw&nhn kai\ diagwgh_n h( toiau&th fro&nhsij h1rcato zhtei=sqai (982b20-24). 

52.19 ta_ a )gaqa _  kai \  ta _  a )nagkai =a: See below XII 59.24-26. Socrates’ 
rant against paid private teachers in Rep. 6 accuses them of substituting the convictions of 
the mob or beast for wisdom about what is good or bad, just or unjust, “and he has no 
other account of these things, but calls the necessities just and fine, but the nature of the 
necessary and the good, how different they are in reality, he has neither seen nor would 
be able to show anything else. Does not this kind of person, by Zeus, seem like an absurd 
educator?” (493c3-8). 

In Top. III 2 Aristotle reherses the commonplaces of the comparison between 
necessities and superfluities, “and the superfluities are better than the necessities, and 
sometimes more choiceworthy as well. For to live well is better than to live, but to live 
well comes from superfluities, and life itself the necessities. But sometimes the better 
things are not the more choiceworthy. For if it is not better, it is necessary and more 
choiceworthy. To do philosophy at least is better than to earn money, but it is not more 
choiceworthy for the one who is in need of necessities. But the superfluities exist when 
the necessities are possessed but someone manages to secure some other things among 
the goods. But, perhaps roughly, the necessary is more choiceworthy, but the superfluous 
is better” Kai\ ta_ e0k periousi/aj tw~n a)nagkai/wn belti/w, e0ni/ote de kai\ ai9retw&tera: 
be/ltion ga_r tou~ zh~n to_ eu} zh~n, to_ de\ eu} zh~n e0stin e0k periousi/aj, au)to_ de\ to_ zh~n 
a)nagkai=on. e0ni/ote dta_ belti/w ou)xi\ kai\ ai9retw&tera: ou) ga_r ei0 belti/w, 
a)nagkai=on kai\ ai9retw&tera: to_ gou~n filosofei=n be/ltion tou~ xrhma ti/zesqai, a)ll' 
ou)x ai9retw&teron tw|~ e0ndeei= tw~n a)nagkai/wn. to_ d' e0k periousi/aj e0sti\n o3tan 
u(parxo&ntwn tw~n a)nagkai/wn a1lla tina_ proskataskeua&zhtai/ tij tw~n kalw~n. 
sxedo_n de\ i1swj ai9retw&tero&n e0sti to_ a)nagkai=on, be/ltion de\ to_ e0kperiousi/aj 
(118a6-15). In Pol. VII 14 Aristotle provides several examples, “war is for the sake of 
peace, unleisure for leisure, and the necessities and useful things for the sake of the fine 
things”: po&lemon me\n ei0rh&nhj xa&rin, a)sxoli/an de\ sxolh~j, ta_ d' a)nagkai=a kai\ 
xrh&sima tw~n kalw~n e3neken. (1333a33-36). The same terminology features in 
Aristotle’s division of the kinds of pleasure in NE VII 4 (1147b23-30); Cf. MM 1.34,  
(1198b16). 

52.21 w{n a 1neu zh ~n a )du &naton: See Metaph. 1015a21 (quote it). 
52.22 sunai /tia: See also below on 53.2. The term is asserted to be in origin 

Hippocratic by Düring, Attempt, 40 (citing Vet. Med. 17 = p. 49.2 Hense). See Isocrates 
5.33, 44; 15.96. Xenophon, Cyr. 1.4.15. Plato, Phd. 99b, Polit. 281c, 287b; Grg. 519b, 
Tim. 46d. The term features in Aristotle’s distinction of the several kinds of necessity in 
Metaph. V 5: “We call necessity that withouty which it is not possible to live, as a co-
cause (for example, breathing and nutrition are necessary for animals, for it is not 
possible for them to exist without these”:   0Anagkai=on le/getai ou{ a1neu ou)k e0nde/xetai 
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zh~n w(j sunaiti/ou (oi[on to_ a)napnei=n kai\ h( trofh_ tw|~ zw|&w| a)nagkai=on, a)du&naton 
ga_r a1neu tou&twn ei]nai (1015a20-22; cf. 1015b3). Thus a sunaition is a cause in the 
framework of hypothetical necessity. In NE 3.5 Aristotle discusses how the virtues are 
voluntary, and says that we are “co-causes” of our own states of character (1141b23). In 
VV 4 experience and memory are said to be co-causes of wisdom (1250a37). The term 
occurs most often in Aristotle in the context of natural science, e.g. Phys. I 9 (192a13). In 
de Anima fire is said to be, of nutrition, a “co-cause, but not a cause in the strict sense”: o_ 
de\ sunai/tion me/n pw&j e0stin, ou) mh_n a(plw~j ge ai1tion (416a14); cf. Sens. 441a29, HA 
634a17, GA 782a26, 783b21.  

52.22-23 a)pobai /nh |  mhde \n e #teron: Cf. DCM xxiii 71.4. 
52.23-25 ou )  ga _r dh _  to &de me \n ai 9reto _n dia _  to &de, to &de de \  di '  a 1llo, 

tou ~to de \  ei 0j a 1peiron oi 1xetai proi "o &n, a )ll' i 3statai /  pou: Cicero writes, 
“Aristotle and Theophrastus often and admirably praised knowledge for its own sake” 
(Fin. V 25.73, tr. Rackham). Aristotle stresses that the chain of actions and purposes must 
come to an end at some point in NE I 1: Ei0 dh& ti te/loj e0sti\ tw~n praktw~n o4 di' au(to_ 
boulo&meqa, ta}lla de\ dia_ tou~to, kai\ mh pa&nta di' e3teron ai9rou&meqa (pro&eisi ga_r 
ou3tw g' ei0j a1peiron, w3st' ei]nai kenh_n kai\ matai/an th_n o1recin), dh~lon w(j tou~t' a2n 
ei1h ta)gaqo_n kai\ to_ a1riston (1094a18-22). Other passages where he emphasizes 
stoppage of infinite regression include: APo. I 22.83b28; Metaph. 994b9-27, NE I 
1.1094a19-22, 1096b16-19, EE 1248a21, Pol. 1323b7; Iam. DCM 23.72.2-6. Jaeger, 
Aristoteles, 279. 

52.27-28 kai \  ‘ti /  ou }n h (mi =n o 1feloj;’ kai \  ‘ti /  xrh &simon;’ e 0rwta~n: 
This reads a lot like dialogue, and appears to be a relic of a proces of extraction of the 
surrounding ideas from a dialogue. Even Düring had to admit this (Attempt, 209). 

53.1 kalo \n ka )gaqo \n: This is a very important conjunction of evaluative 
concepts for Isocrates, see especially Ad Demonicus 62, 13.4. 51.2; Soph. 6.7, cf. Helen 
8-- which clearly means more than just beauty and goodness. Later in the Protrepticus 
Aristotle runs an argument to the effect that theoretical philosophy, in particular 
mathematical philosophy, manifests the corresponding virtue of combining beauty and 
accuracy; see for example: kalw=j kai\ a)kribw=j (XI 58.3) and ka/lei kai\ a)kribei/a| 
(DCM xxvi 83.24-25). 

53.2 sunai /tion: Cf. above on 52.22 and, in the dedication, sune/rgon, Stob. 
785.14. 
 

<IX 53.2-15: commentary> 
 

53.2-15 attribution and voice: An argument to the intrinsic value of philosophy in the 
same voice of ‘Aristotle’ and showing strong parallelism to the Corpus. The first part of 
the argument been shown in an acute analysis by Renehan, ‘Aristotelian Mode’, to 
involve an uniquely Aristotelian mode of reasoning paralleled but not exactly duplicated 
in the Corpus. The pasage was justly famous in antiquity: Cicero seems to have used it as 
a model for his Hortensius, as we can discern from a reference to it in Augustine. For all 
these reasons, there seems to be no cause for doubt that this passage appeared in 
Aristotle’s Protrepticus in this form. 

53.2-3 i 1doi d' a 1n tij: See note on this expression above at 50.19-21 and at 
VII 41.6; cf. VIII: gnoi/h d’ a)/n tij to\ au)to (47.5). 
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53.2-7: See the commentary by Renehan, ‘aristotelian mode’, 507-508. The 
construction is typical of Aristotle: a process of elimination in which only qewrei=n 
remains once xrei/a and o)/feloj are removed, the conclusion is a sentence with lei/petai 
and an inferential particle (such as a)/ra, w(/ste, dh/) See Bonitz, Index, 425b28f. for 
several more examples of this construction with lei/pw. Renehan has definitively 
discerned a passage Aristotelian in both style and content, but for which it is otherwise 
impossible to find any strict parallels. 

53.4 maka&rwn nh &souj: The Isles of the Blessed are mentioned in Politics VII 
15, “Those then who seem to be the best off and to be in the possession of every good, 
have special need of justice and temperance—for example those (if such there be, as the 
poets say) who dwell in the Isles of the Blest; they above all will need philosophy and 
temperance and justice, and all the more leisure they have, living in the midst of 
abundance” (1334a28-34). But Aristotle sends a very different message about the activity 
of the blessed gods in NE VII 8, “but that complete happiness is a contemplative activity 
will appear from the following consideration as well. We assume the gods to be above all 
other beings blessed and happy; but what sort of actions will we assign to them? Acts of 
justice? Will not the gods seem absurd if they make contracts and return deposits, and so 
on? Acts of a brave man, then, confronting dangers and running risks because it is noble 
to do so? Or liberal acts? To whom will they give? It will be strange is they are really to 
have money or anything of the kind. And what would their temperate acts be? Is not such 
prase tasteless, since they have no bad appetites? If we were to run through them all, the 
circumstances of actionwould be found trivial and unworthy of gods. Still everyone 
assumes that they live and therefore that they are active; we cannot suppose them to sleep 
like Endymion. Now if you take away from a living being action, and still more 
production, what is left but contemplation? Therefore the activity of god, which surpasses 
all others in blessedness, must be contemplative; and of human activities, therefore, that 
which is most akin to this must be most of the nature of happiness” (1178b7-23, ROT). 

Cicero also reports: “the old philosophers picture what the life of the wise will be 
in the Isles of the Blest, and think that being released from all anxiety and needing none 
of the necessary equipment or accessories of life, they will do nothng but spend their 
whole time upon study and research in the science of nature” (Fin. 5.19.53). Apparently 
he also used the trope in his Hortensius (which was modeled on the Protrepticus, see our 
essay “on Aristotle’s Protrepticus and the Hortensius of Cicero”).  

Cicero in his dialogue Hortensius argues thus: “If we, when we emigrate from this 
life, were permitted to live for ever, as the legends say, in the Isles of the Blissful 
Ones, what need of eloquence would we have when there are no cases to be 
pleaded, or even of the virtues themselves?  We would not need courage, where 
no task or danger was prescribed to us, nor justice, where there was no property of 
others to try to get, nor temperance, to rule non-existent desires.  We would not 
even need practical wisdom, where no choice between the good and the bad was 
held out to us. We would be blessed with the possession of one thing only – 
knowledge and cognition of nature, for which alone the life of the gods is to be 
praised.  From this it may be seen that other things are necessities, and only this is 
a matter of choice.” (Augustine, De Trinitate 14.9.12 = Cicero, Hortensius fr. 101 
SZ, transl. after Ross) 
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Jaeger argued that Cicero’s version is closer to Aristotle’s than Iamblichus’, Aristoteles, 
p73; cf. Gadamer, ‘Protr. und die’, p143-144. A close examination of Cicero’s comment 
in the Hortensius shows that, although he may well have been inspired by this passage of 
Aristotle’s Protrepticus, he expanded on what he found.  Aristotle had not said explicitly 
that the virtues were not called for in these Isles, only that there would be “no use for 
anything, nor would anything benefit anything else, and only thinking and observation 
remain.”  Cicero makes explicit the unexpressed idea that the virtues would not be called 
for, by mentioning each of the four virtues which in his day had been established as the 
cardinal virtues, courage, self-control, justice, and practical wisdom; and we can be 
confident that this was not in Aristotle’s book not only because we have what seems to be 
the only passage about the Isles of the Blest, but also because Aristotle did not organize 
his thinking in terms of these four cardinal virtues, a scheme which he regarded as too 
simple. 
 The question "What are the Isles of the Blest?" was answered by a Pythagorean 
acusma "The sun and moon". According to Burkert: "this places the Beyond in the 
orderly cosmos; it represents the same desire for stability that forges a theology of the 
soul about the soul and put ritual taboos together into a "way of life" (bi/oj). Height and 
depth, fall and ascent do not become dominant ideas in the in the theology of the soul 
until the realm of the stars is taken in to become part of the picture" (Lore, IV 4, n. 72 
with reference to VP 82).  

53.7 kai \  nu ~n: Düring writes, “it would be interesting to know exactly what 
Aristotle had in mind when he wrote those two words” (Attempt, p210) 

53.7 e 0leu &qero &n famen bi /on ei ]nai: Cf. to ele/uqeron (Protr. V 34.23) and 
e)leuqerw/santoj (36.18). That a science be free is one of the major criteria for the 
highest wisdom in Metaph. I, “thus it is clear that they were not seeking some other need 
but, just as the man, we say, is free who lives for the sake of himself and not someone 
else, so too this is the only free one among the of sciences: dh~lon ou}n w(j di' ou)demi/an 
au)th_n zhtou~men xrei/an e9te/ran, a)ll' w3sper a1nqrwpoj, fame/n, e0leu&qeroj o( au(tou~ 
e3neka kai\ mh_ a1llou w1n, ou3tw kai\ au)th_n w(j mo&nhn ou}san e0leuqe/ran tw~n 
e0pisthmw~n (982b24-27); cf. Theat. 175d. 

53.13 oi 9  sofoi \  tw~n poihtw~n: But who could this be? See Dodds’ 
commentary on Grg. ad 523a1-524a7. 

53.14 e 0n  3Aidou: Compare the myths about Hades in several dialogues of Plato:  
Meno 81b; Phd. 70c; Grg. 523a; Ep. 7.335a. 
 

<IX 53.15-54.9: commentary> 
 
53.15-54.5 attribution and voice: Another argument to the same conclusion about the 
intrinsic value of philosophy, in the voice of ‘Aristotle’ and showing strong parallelism to 
the Corpus. No specific doubts about this passage have been registered in the literature. 

53.15 ou )de \n ou }n deino /n: This seems to be a reply to a charge that it is 
"bizarre" (deino/n) to in an activity  that is useless, a charge made by Isocrates against 
mathematical and theoretical philosophy in Antidosis 285. 

53.17 fa/men: The use of the third-person plural here might suggest unexcised 
dialogue. 
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53.19 ei 0j  0Olumpi /an: Pythagoras is supposed to have alluded to the Olympic 
Games in giving his explanation of philosophy to the people of Phlius. Both Cicero and 
Iamblichus preserve more extensive versions of that story (see comment on title of this 
chapter); see also Burkert, ‘Platon oder Pythagoras’, 159-160. We must assume, then, 
that this section is a continuation of a speech recounting Pythagoras’ answer at Phlius. On 
the Panegyric topos in general see Joly, genres de vie, p29, and for additional 
bibliography the review thereof by Spoerri, Gnomon 1958, p188. Aristotle makes quite a 
different use of the topos in EE 1.8, “as in the Olympic Games it is not the most beautiful 
and the strongest that are crowned but those who compete (for it is some of these that are 
victorious), so those who act rightly win the noble and good things in life” (1099a3).  

53.24 <a!n> a)nti \: Arcerius’ supplement, suggested in his ‘Notae’ has been 
followed by modern editors because the optative without a!n looks odd and is too remote 
from the a!n (with subjunctive) in 53.15; the correction is trivially easy to explain. 

54.3-4 e 3neka tou ~  qea &sasqai  au )tou &j: Cf. V: di’ au)to\ yilo\n to\ qewrei=n. 
54.4 th _n de \  tw~n o 1ntwn fu &sin kai \  th _n a )lh &qeian: Aristotle considers 

the study of “the nature of things” to be typical of philosophy from the earliest thinkers to 
the present day (Phys. I 8.191a25ff.). Cf. Theat. 173e, EE 1215b1-2. 
 
54. 5-9 attribution: A programmatic remark by Iamblichus which reaffirms that that the 
chapter consists of two parts: the teleological argument (“the intention of nature”), and 
the intrinsic value of philosophy apart from all questions of utility. 
 


